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Introduction 
Hate crimes pose a special danger for society. Hate crimes trespass upon human dignity and 
undermine principles of human equality since they may be caused by stereotypes or prejudicial 
treatment toward somebody’s skin color, religion, sexual orientation, or gender identity.

Prejudice toward certain social groups is deemed to be the main sign of hate crimes. On the one 
hand, the dynamics of these crimes are difficult to trace because they are aimed at particular 
groups of people or members of those groups. Meanwhile, these crimes are often qualified under 
other articles, with the hate motive being ignored. Therefore, official statistics for hate crimes is 
lower than their real number. A major part of hate crimes in Ukraine have never been seriously 
investigated, and the perpetrators are often brought to liability without the hate motive being 
considered. As a result of such attitude by law enforcement authorities, criminals deploy further 
violence, attacking and organizing pogroms. With impunity, they even announce and boast of their 
crimes on social media.

This situation may cause an escalation in the public social tension and an increase in the number 
of hate crimes: offenders will believe that their actions are morally justified, and victims and their 
communities will feel unprotected.

For assessment of situation with hate crimes in Ukraine, Freedom House together with the LGBT 
Human Rights Nash Svit Center, Congress of Ethnic Communities of Ukraine (CECU), and Coalition 
of Roma Non-Governmental Organizations of Ukraine (NGO) have prepared an annual report. 
The organizations have explored hate-based misconduct toward the LGBT+ community, members 
of various ethnic, racial and religious groups, in particular Jewish, Roma communities, and 
foreigners, and came to the following conclusions:

● There was a marked tendency of the decreasing number of hate crimes toward 
the LGBT+ community in 2020. This may be explained by the fact that there were 
almost no public events held because of COVID-19 lockdown restrictions. Meanwhile, 
a number of attacks on LGBT+ community centers has surged.

● The tendency towards a decrease in anti-Semitic vandalism incidents has maintained 
for the last years; however, a rise in the number of violent anti-Semitic incidents was 
registered in 2020.

● Because of the pandemic and its social consequences, Ukrainian Roma community 
became an even more vulnerable group. Moreover, Ukraine failed to take effective 
measures to minimize anti-Roma attitudes and ensure proper response to hate 
crimes against Roma people and other vulnerable groups.

● Qualified professional legal assessment of hate crimes remains a serious problem: 
a motive either being ignored immediately with the crime qualified under other articles 
of the Criminal Code, or it is “lost” at the stage of judicial inquiry.

● Violence on behalf of radical right-wing organizations and their supporters toward 
the LGBT+ community and Roma remains a substantive issue.

https://zmina.info/articles/vy-ne-shozhi-na-pdoriv-shhob-na-vas-napadaly/
https://zmina.info/articles/vy-ne-shozhi-na-pdoriv-shhob-na-vas-napadaly/
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LGBT+
The monitoring network of the LGBT Human Rights Nash Svit Center registered 188 homophobic 
and transphobic incidents, discrimination, and other violation of human rights of LGBT+ people 
in 2020. 177 of these incidents occurred in 2020, and the rest 11 incidents happened in 2019. The 
monitors documented the incidents that became known from open sources, publications in media, 
social networks, or individual appeals. 

The highest number of registered incidents –140 – can be classified as homophobic and transphobic 
actions. 67 cases can be classified as hate crimes, and 69 cases as hate incidents. Manifestations 
of hate speech were registered in 9 cases.

If we estimate violations of LGBT+ rights in terms of territorial division, homophobic or transphobic 
aggression, discrimination, and other similar actions are particularly directed at inhabitants of 
large cities: Kyiv, Odesa, and Kharkiv. This can be explained by the fact that LGBT+ people are 
highly visible and therefore vulnerable in large cities. Besides, a high number of violations of LGBT+ 
rights was registered in Zhytomyr.

A positive tendency of a slight decrease in the number of hate crimes has been preserved the third 
year in a row. At the same time, 2020 marked a rise in acts of physical violence – 49% compared 
with 39% in 2019.

The most common types of violations of LGBT+ rights are abuses, denigration of human dignity, 
and threats. The monitors registered 106 such incidents. Physical violence and attacks on LGBT+ 
community centers and events are also widespread – 69 and 24 such incidents, accordingly.

Obviously, lockdown restrictions on mass events and physical communication contributed to a 
decline in attacks, discrimination, and other violations of LGBT+ rights in Ukraine documented in 
2020: 188 vs. 369 in 2019. In addition, attacks on public LGBT+ gatherings insignificantly lessened 
in 2020: 2 incidents compared with 13 in 2019. 
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106 ABUSES, DENIGRATION  
OF HUMAN DIGNITY, THREATS  

69 PHYSICAL VIOLENCE OF VARIOUS 
 DEGREES OF GRAVITY  

24 ATTACKS ON LGBT+ CENTERS  
AND EVENTS

18
ILLEGAL GATHERING, DISCLOSURE 
(OR THREAT TO DISCLOSE) OF  
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION  

14 HOMOPHOBIA AND TRANSPHOBIA  
IN FAMILY

13 RACKET AND BLACKMAIL  

12 DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 

9 HOMOPHOBIC  
INSCRIPTIONS / SLOGANS 

6 ROBBERY  

6 THREATS USING A WEAPON  
OR USE OF WEAPONS  

2 INVASION OF PERSONAL PRIVACY

2 SEXUAL ASSAULT 

2 INSUBORDINATION TO LEGAL 
REQUIREMENTS OF POLICE OFFICERS 

2 PREVENTING PEACEFUL GATHERINGS

1 ATTEMPT TO DEPRIVE  
OF PARENTAL RIGHTS

1 TORTURE OR INHUMAN  
TREATMENT

1 BRIGANDAGE 

1 HOMICIDE 

NUMBER OF VARIOUS VIOLATIONS 
OF LGBT RIGHTS IN 2020

At the same time, attacks on LGBT+ community centers and 
events on behalf of far-right and conservative groups have 
escalated: 24 incidents in 2020 vs. 11 in 2019. Almost all were 
carried out by Tradytsiia i Poriadok (Tradition and Order) right-
wing group (alone or together with other radical groups), mainly 
against LGBT+ community centers in Odesa and Kharkiv.

For example, over the period between August 31 and September 
7, there were three attacks on the PrideHub LGBT+ center 
in Kharkiv. Members of the local Tradytsiia i Poriadok branch 
were identified among the attackers. They bombarded the 
entrance to the building with eggs, threw urine over it and wrote 
offensive and threatening inscriptions on the facade walls. In the 
last incident, they also broke windowpanes. In addition, they 
identified themselves by gluing the group’s flysheets over the 
walls. The Kharkiv police saw no signs of a criminal offense in 
the attackers’ actions and refused to investigate those assaults.

In this year, right-wing groups monitored and attempted to 
hamper almost every LGBT+ event, and the police were not 
very effective in countering their attacks. The monitors have 
registered 73 situations where victims interacted with law 
enforcement authorities, and in 43% of these incidents the 
following infringements on behalf of police or prosecutors were 
reported: refuse to protect rights, abuses, threats, prejudicial 
treatment, infringement of procedural rules, etc.

For example, members of the Odessa Tradytsiia i Poriadok branch 
attacked participants of “March Together. Everything Will be Pride” 
rally on August 30. They bashed people and threatened to rape 
female participants. For a long time, the law enforcement present 
at the rally had not been responding to what was happening. 

However, highly professional and effective work of the police 
officers in Zaporizhzhia was noteworthy as they cooperated with 
organizers of the Equality March in this city and ensured proper 
protection against aggressive LGBT+ opponents.

Ukraine has not been too successful in protection of LGBT+ rights 
at the legislative level last year as well. Still, with considerable 
delay, the Ministry of Internal Affairs has developed the draft 
law on the criminalization of hate crimes, in particular with 
signs of sexual orientations and gender identity. However, the 
Cabinet of Ministers has not submitted this daft law for review. 
Meanwhile, attempts made by the Verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian 
Parliament) to review relevant draft laws developed by Members 
of Parliament were also unsuccessful: three alternative drafts 
of amendments to the Criminal Code were not supported by the 
relevant parliamentary committee and taken off the review.

Ukraine’s first Action Plan on Human Rights expired in 2020. Key 
LGBT+ components of this Plan have never been implemented. 
Ukraine failed to develop draft laws on the criminalization 
of intolerance-motivated crimes and establish a registered 
civil partnership institute open to same-sex couples. These 
commitments have been officially included in the novel Action 
Plan up to 2023; however, they are yet to be approved by the 
Cabinet of Ministers.

http://zmina.info/news/v-odesi-pravoradykaly-pobylysya-z-uchasnykamy-marshu-rivnosti-ta-policzejskymy/
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NUMBER OF VIOLENT  
ANTI-SEMITIC INCIDENTS  
(CECU MONITORING DATA)

2014   4

2015   1

2016   1

2017 0

2018 0

2019 0

2020   4

DYNAMICS OF ANTI-SEMITIC  
VANDALISM INCIDENTS  
(CECU MONITORING DATA)

2014   23

2015   22

2016   19

2017   24

2018   12

2019   14

2020   10

Ethnicity-, race- and religion-based 
hate crimes

The Congress of Ethnic Communities of Ukraine (CECU) has reported 19 crimes motivated by 
ethnic, racial, and religious intolerance in 2020. The majority – 14 incidents – were anti-Semitic. 
Perpetrators used violence in four anti-Semitic incidents.

Despite the tendency for a reduction in the number 
of violent anti-Semitic incidents – no cases were 
documented between 2017 and 2019 – up to four 
incidents happened in 2020. The actions of offenders 
in three of these incidents were not qualified as 
hate-motivated by the law enforcement. In one case, 
the attacker’s acts were qualified as a violation of 
citizens’ equality based on their national identity, 
however, this case was eventually closed altogether.

The COVID-19 pandemic has determined special 
context of this year’s pilgrimage to Rebbe Nachman’s 
grave by Breslav Hasidic pilgrims in Uman. An 
information campaign to confront the arrival of 
pilgrims to the city to prevent an alleged Covid-
19 spread was launched. The local propaganda 
campaign led to two violent anti-Semitic incidents. 

An Orthodox Jew who was buying foods in a supermarket was attacked in the night on September 1 
in Uman. According to the victim, six young men approached him and stated that they were not 
willing to see him in “their shop”. Outdoors one of the offenders hit the Jewish man in his face and 
broke his nose. The actions of the offenders were qualified as hooliganism.

Another offense occurred in Uman on October 18 at night. A minor Hasidic pilgrim was attacked 
outdoors. One of the offenders was convicted under the “hooliganism” article of the Criminal Code, 
and fined 17 thousand UAH (about 625 USD). 

In addition, 10 anti-Semitic vandalism incidents were registered in 2020. Documented incidents 
included disparaged memorials, cemeteries, synagogues, and other places of the Jewish 
public infrastructure. The year of 2020 showed some reduction in the number of anti-Semitic 

vandalism incidents. This can be explained by the 
consequences of lockdown restrictions and the 
general dynamics of the last years.  

On April 20, there was an attempt to set the 
Kherson synagogue on fire. Two offenders fired 
bottles with inflammable liquid, throw them at the 
synagogue facade and run away. The building did 
not catch fire but the facade was damaged. The 
suspect was detained in early May. According to the 
investigation, the offenders wanted to celebrate 
the birthday of Adolf Hitler that happened on the 
day of the crime.

As far as it is known, only one anti-Semitic vandalism 
over the year was officially qualified as hate-
motivated by the law enforcement over the past year.  
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Among other things, the rise in the number of anti-Semitic incidents may be associated with the 
ethnic background of President Volodymyr Zelenskyi. For example, on February 24, 2020, a drunk 
man intruded the Vinnytsia synagogue. He used hate speech, spat at the portrait of a Jewish 
religious leader and crumpled it up, and applied force to the community beadle. The offender 
was detained, but the criminal proceeding was closed soon after. The offender explained that his 
disregard for Jews is associated with the ethnic origin of the President of Ukraine. This was likely 
one of the triggers of his aggression toward the members of the Jewish community. In addition, 
hints to the President’s origin were also reported in inscriptions that supported some vandalism 
actions in 2020. Considering the above, a possible drop in the approval of the President may provoke 
a new wave of anti-Semitism in Ukraine in the future.

In addition to anti-Semitism-motivated crimes, another two violent incidents based on racial and 
ethnic hatred were documented in 2020 in Kyiv, as well as three vandalism incidents in Kharkiv, 
Chernihiv, and Odesa.  

A group of drunk young people attacked African students on July 19 in Kyiv. The offenders 
directed racist insults at the students and later began to push them to provoke a fight. One of 
the offenders hit the student, and another took out a traumatic gun, made some shots in the air 
and one in the windshield of the car, breaking it in the process. That was the only known incident 
in the last year when violence based on ethnic, racial, and religious hatred was qualified as a 
hate-motivated crime.  
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Infringement of Roma community rights 
The Roma population has become more vulnerable and unprotected in terms of human rights 
during 2020 in Ukraine. Among the Roma respondents, 61% had no money for essential needs 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic had a negative effect on the 
stigma toward the Roma population – Ukrainians perceive them as the risk group in which Covid-19 
spread more often. At the same time, some Roma people have no documents, which leads to them 
having restricted access to healthcare services.

Besides, many Roma families suffered financial difficulties during lockdown: they lost opportunities 
for labor migration to neighboring countries. As a result, the number of Roma traveling inside the 
country has risen. This group remains the most discriminated against and suffers direct violence 
because of their low social status. Moreover, local authorities in the regions where these Roma 
groups often temporarily reside (Zaporizhzhia, Kharkiv, Kyiv, Lviv) still have no algorithm for 
interaction with migrating communities.

Because of a lack of educational opportunities among the Roma population, this community faces 
further stigmatization and suffers assaults.

On August 29, 2020, the inhabitants of Andriivka village in the Kharkiv region went into the central 
square demanding to evict local Roma who allegedly kept committing crimes according to the 
habitants. Local social media pages posted calls for violence. The meeting also features calls for 
violence that were ignored by the law enforcement officers. The gathering soon developed into 
pogrom: about 200 participants went to the house of a Roma family, bombarded it with eggs, 
and shouted “go away”. The law enforcement authorities have initiated criminal proceedings for 
hooliganism (Part 2 of Article 296 of the CCU) and violation of citizens’ equality based on their 
national identity (Part 1 of Article 161 of the CCU).

Dehumanization of Roma is sometimes encouraged by the local authorities. For example, the 
Mayor of Ivano-Frankivsk Ruslan Martsinkiv made multiple anti-Roma statements. In March 2020, 
he ordered to arrange a tent in the city to fight with “garbage and Gypsies”. In April 2020, he also 
ordered the police officers to drive the Roma out of the city to the Zakarpattia region. The head of 
the city recommended to “pack” those who refused to leave into a bus.

https://zmina.info/news/ponad-60-romiv-na-karantyni-ne-mayut-groshej-na-bazovi-potreby/
https://graty.me/news/v-poselke-harkovskoj-oblasti-neskolkih-soten-zhitelej-napadali-na-doma-mestnyh-romov-trebuya-ih-vyseleniya-policziya-rassleduet-huliganstvo-i-narushenie-ravnopraviya-grazhdan/
https://zmina.info/news/mer-ivano-frankivska-doruchyv-stvoryty-u-misti-namet-po-borotbi-zi-smittyam-i-czyganamy/
https://zmina.info/news/mer-ivano-frankivska-rozporyadyvsya-pakuvaty-romiv-ta-vyvozyty-yih-na-zakarpattya/
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Radical nationalist groups’ attitude toward the Roma community is especially challenging as they 
consider and use Roma as an accessible target for violence. Members of these groups employ the 
rhetoric that Roma spread crimes, and law enforcement authorities have no response thereon. 
Right-wing radicals allegedly “render justice” in such a way. Radical groups feel unpunished since 
they keep close ties with power-holding institutions in Ukraine. 

In particular, attacks on Roma became more frequent in 2020 on behalf of the Municipal Guard of 
Kyiv, an organization established for “maintenance of public order”. Members of the organization 
applied physical violence toward Roma people, broadcasted their actions online and explained 
these as a “fight against Roma criminals to maintain law and order in Kyiv”.

There is also an issue regarding statistics of hate crimes against the Roma community. Although 
proper qualification of hate crimes at the stage of pre-trial investigation became a more widespread 
practice, the hate motive is often lost throughout the proceedings. Moreover, because of the 
distrust towards the police on behalf of Roma, they rarely appeal for assistance as victims, so the 
list of registered crimes or offences might be incomplete.

For example, on April 29, 2020, a tent of the Roma family in Holosiivskyi district of Kyiv was set on 
fire. According to the victims, some men intruded in the tent and began spraying riot gas and use 
hate speech, but the law enforcement authorities did not register testimonies given by the Roma 
and refused to. The police have initiated criminal proceedings under Part 2 of Article 161 of the CCU 
(violation of citizens’ equality) only after details of offense were described in Facebook posts by 
reporters and human rights activists.

On the state level, despite smooth cooperation between the Roma NGOs and authorities, Ukraine 
implemented no effective measures to minimize anti-Roma attitudes. Similarly, there is no progress 
in proper response to the hate crimes against Roma and other vulnerable groups. On the contrary, 
the situation keeps getting worse.

https://zmina.info/news/u-kyyevi-spalyly-namet-romiv-yih-samyh-pobyly/
https://zmina.info/news/u-kyyevi-spalyly-namet-romiv-yih-samyh-pobyly/
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Conclusion
Ukraine must take threats of hate-motivated violence much more seriously. Prevention of 
hate crimes requires the state to deploy the policy of total disapproval of violence and any 
attempts of dehumanization or negation of human equality. The Parliament should develop 
and implement amendments to the Criminal Code of Ukraine to enhance the effectiveness of 
investigation and to bring people responsible for intolerance-motivated violence to justice in 
accordance with the international human rights standards. Besides, there is a need to expand 
the list of indicators of discrimination in legislation by supplementing it with belonging to the 
LGBT+ community.

The government authorities responsible for preventing and responding to such violence should 
focus on the enhancement of effective investigations – offenders still feel such impunity that they 
even announce their actions on social media. It is important to provide training and educational 
activities for investigators to increase their understanding of the fact that hate crimes are extremely 
dangerous for society. Besides, they need to develop and improve skills of collecting evidence. 
Establishment of an emphatic stance among police officers might change their attitude toward 
investigation of such crimes.

In addition, victims of hate crimes should have more support and communication with the police. 
One of the main reasons for underreported official statistics on the hate crimes in Ukraine and many 
other countries is the unwillingness of the victims to report the crimes through fear of secondary 
victimization and disbelief that the perpetrators will be specifically punished for committing a hate 
crime.

The issues described above are serious but they can be resolved through determination, 
accountability, and, undoubtedly, cooperation between the law enforcement and judicial systems, 
as well as the civil society and international partners of Ukraine.
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